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(f) provisions for the verification in CU Convention will include methods 
and mechanisms for the verification of the prohibition to use chemical

weapons.
(g) separate mechanism for investigating suspected use of chemical weapons 
and biological weapons in combat ;
(h) including the prohibition of use in 
weapons convention;
(i) in the interests of enhancing
the States Parties shall agree in due form to prevent any actions aimed 
at deliberately falsifying the actual state of affairs v:i uh regard to

the definitions of the chemical

the effectiveness of the Convention,

compliance with the Convention by other States Parties. 
h HI. Co-ordinator's proposals for 'a working hypothesis1 :

is reached that Element I of the future convention"In the event that consensus 
may not include a reference to the prohibition of use, this question could be handled

as follows:
In the ore amble of the Convention, a paragraph will recall txie 

1925 Geneva Protocol and reaffirm the prohibition to use chemical weapons ; 
Element VÏI will also contain a reference to the Geneva Protocol stating 

the Convention should not be interpreted in any way as limiting orthat
affecting the obligations assumed by States on the basis of the

1925 Protocol;
article will be included in tne Convention

will ipso .jure constitute an
In addition, a new

recognizing that any use of chemical weapons
violation of the CW Convention and, accordingly, the provisionsevidence of a

on verification included in Cl/ Convention will apply to such situations

as well.

MProhibition of the planning, organization end training m chemical
warfare capability

short exchange of views on the possuoie"In the last meeting of the Group, a
prohibition of the planning, organization and training into a

It appeared that the basic positions expressed or. this
inclusion of the 
CW convention took place.
subject remain the same, 
this item till after further discussions on other problems like verification or

discussion onIt was consequently agreed to postpone a

non-use.


